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  Leela's Book Alice Albinia,2011-11-20 Leela—alluring,
taciturn, haunted—is moving back to Delhi from New York.
She knows her return will unsettle many lives. Twenty-five
years ago her sister was seduced by Vyasa, a young
university lecturer. Now Vyasa, an eminent Sanskrit
scholar, is preparing for the unlikely marriage of his son,
Ash, to the child of a Hindu nationalist. Compounding
Leela’s disruptive presence, Vyasa’s hedonistic daughter
Bharati arrives from London, reluctantly leaving her
cosmopolitan university life to see Ash married. He,
meanwhile, has fallen in love with his brother-in-law to be.
Gleefully presiding over the drama is Ganesh—divine,
elephant-headed scribe of India’s great epic, the
Mahabharata. The family patriarchs may think they have
arranged the wedding for their own selfish ends, but
according to Ganesh it is he who is directing events—in a
bid to save Leela, his beloved heroine, from his devious
enemy Vyasa. Turning to fiction after an award-winning
travel book, Alice Albinia has written a brilliantly playful
and genre-defying first novel. Ambitious and entertaining,
Leela’s Book weaves a tale of contemporary Delhi that
crosses religious and social boundaries, reaching back into
the origins of the Mahabharata itself.
  Leela Harish Johari,1993-05 The precursor to the
popular game chutes and ladders, Leela is the ancient
Hindu game of life. Play will reveal karmas, concerns, and
patterns governing your life.
  Leela Leela Naidu,Jerry Pinto,2010 Leela Naidu was
listed as one of the five most beautiful women in the world
by Vogue magazine. But she was much more than that. She
was the fine-boned, haunting face in Hrishikesh
Mukherjee's Anuradha, in Merchant-Ivorys The
Householder and in Shyam Benegal's Trikaal. She was the
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woman who refused to sign Raj Kapoor's films four times,
and the actor who asked for a script long before the phrase
bound script became Bollywood clich. Jean Renoir taught
her acting and Salvador Dali used her as a model for a
Madonna. Leela was married, the mother of twins and
divorced before she was twenty. Later, she was Dom
Moraess muse, his unpaid secretary, his best friend and,
when he was interviewing Indira Gandhi, his translator
(interpreting his mumbling questions). Through this time
she also edited magazines and dubbed Hong Kong action
movies, was Kumar Shahani's first producer, and when JRD
Tata wanted a film on how to use the washroom on a plane,
she made it for him. A Patchwork Life is a memoir that is
charming, idiosyncratic and a window to a world of Chopin,
red elephants, lampshades made of human skin, moss
gardens and much more: a world where a naked Russian
count turns up in a French garden, plush hotels offer
porcupine quills as toothpicks and an assistant director
sends his female lead an inflatable rubber bra. Leela's life
was about staying in the moment. Everyone who met her
has a Leela Naidu story. This is her version.
  Leela's Dreams Marie Musæus-Higgins,2000
  Leela's Book: A Novel Alice Albinia,2012-01-09 Leaving
New York to return to Dehli, Leela disrupts the plans for
her nephew's wedding and unsettles the lives of her sister
and brother-in-law in this new novel from the author of
Empires of the Indus. 25,000 first printing.
  Leela Mohana Gill,2022-06-21 She was gentle in her
ways yet firm in her resolve. She was at her most
resourceful when she had the least. She was of quick mind,
and she rose above obstacles and challenges. She was
always beautifully dressed in exquisite, self-embroidered
sarees. She wore flowers in her hair. She was a Burmese
gem, fearless and ever ready to conquer rough soils.
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Leelavathy Singh (Leela Dutt) was a woman ahead of her
time, and this is her story.
  Leela's Book: A Novel Alice Albinia,2012-01-09
Steeped in the tradition of the Indian epic, yet modern and
vastly entertaining. —The Times (London) In her fiction
debut, Alice Albinia weaves a multithreaded epic tale that
encompasses divine saga and familial discord and
introduces an unforgettable heroine. Leela—alluring,
taciturn, haunted—is moving from New York back to Delhi.
Worldly and accomplished, she has been in self-imposed
exile from India and her family for decades; twenty-two
years earlier, her sister was seduced by the egotistical
Vyasa, and the fallout from their relationship drove Leela
away. Now an eminent Sanskrit scholar, Vyasa is preparing
for his son’s marriage. But when Leela arrives for the
wedding, she disrupts the careful choreography of the
weekend, with its myriad attendees and their conflicting
desires. Gleefully presiding over the drama is
Ganesh—divine, elephant-headed scribe of the
Mahabharata, India’s great epic. The family may think they
have arranged the wedding for their own selfish ends, but
according to Ganesh it is he who is directing events—in a
bid to save Leela, his beloved heroine, from Vyasa. As the
weekend progresses, secret online personas, maternal
identities, and poetic authorships are all revealed;
boundaries both religious and continental are crossed; and
families are ripped apart and brought back together in this
vibrant and brilliant celebration of family, love, and
storytelling.
  Leela's Gift Janet Levine,2010-07-05 High in the
Himalayas, Leela, a New Yorker, unexpectedly undertakes
a terrifying yet ultimately enlightening spiritual journey
into the deepest secrets of her mind. In Darjeeling, at
Maharishi's ashram, under the sure guidance of the yogi
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master, she reaches her great realization. On her return to
New York she struggles, and ultimately succeeds, in
sharing the secret teachings of her vision. The novel
uncovers archetypal and highly relevant spiritual
teachings. East meets West in Leela helping her as
Maharishi says, To understand ancient wisdom in a modern
world. Meditation and yoga offer practical paths to
freedom from the often dispiriting and desperate quality of
our contemporary lives. In captivating prose the novel
intertwines Leela's journey with modern philosophy and
primal wisdom telling a story as old as the human heart.
  Leela and the Forest of Light Lin
Northrup,2020-12-07 Your power lies within you, Leela. -
Mountain Lion Leela never wanted to be adopted by the
wealthy Rumsford family whose spoiled children make her
life miserable. She feels utterly alone until a messenger
from her future appears. Raven, the bringer of magic, leads
her into a mysterious forest to meet Fox, guardian of the
world between worlds. He warns her that the animals,
forests and oceans are in great danger because humans
have forgotten their place in the circle of life. But to fulfill
the prophecy of the new earth, Leela must gather seven
animal allies, shapeshift time and travel through a portal to
receive the gift of far-seeing. Can Leela face the dark
forces that want to stop the new earth from rising? It's up
to her to trust her heart and lead the way.
  Lil Leela Journey Usha Sree Parvathineni ,2021-04-15
Leela is excited about the family trip in a Train to her
ancestral village for the first time but confused about her
mother not wanting her not to Pack any Toys . Meeting her
cousins and their Friends Change her idea of play, enjoying
the simple pleasures of meaningful time in the magnificent
rural land scapes When its time to leave the village , Leela
with a Heavy heart says her Good byes to her cousins and
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New made Friends , promising Them that she would be
back for All her Holidays and there is No where else she
would rather be
  Deva Leela Shunyo Mahom,2016-05-27 DEVA LEELA
(Divine Play) is a poetic autobiography, a love story, a
delightful insightful window into the luminous world of
mystics and a playful spoof on imaginary religious beliefs.
  The Leela and Ben Mystery Series Bob
Wright,2016-02-28
  Murders Most Matronly Kamakshi P.
Murti,2014-03-19 Cousins Leela and Meena Rao, widows of
twin brothers, lead quiet retired lives in Tucson, Arizona,
until a serial killer descends on their South-Asian
community, targeting elderly women. Leela is a retired
professor of behavioral clinical psychology from the
University of Arizona, and Meena a retired corporate
lawyer. They persuade Deputy Chief of Police Murali
Kalluri to let them assist him in catching the killer. Their
sleuthing instincts turn out to be invaluable. As the killer's
behavior escalates, however, Kalluri realizes that his two
assistants fit the profile of the victims.
  Leela, the Game of Self-knowledge Harish
Johari,1975
  Leela's Book Alice Albinia,2011
  When the Sun Dimmed Leela Maharaj,2015-07-14
Leela’s depressive episode began with fatigue. From
fatigue and fear, the depression spiraled. Leela Sunshine
became Leela Rainy. A roller coaster of events followed,
and a sharp transition from light to darkness, from smiles
to tears. What can one do? How does one recover? Is there
hope? Read how Leela Rainy battled this monster, avoided
a fall into the bottomless pit, and reclaimed her happiness.
Learn how you can retrain your mind and regain control of
your mind
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  Weird Leela Jyotsna Sreenivasan,Wright
Group,2000-10-01 Leela can't wait for Ajji, her
grandmother, to come visit from India. But when she
arrives, everything changes. Nicholas makes fun of the red
dot Ajji wears on her forehead. Crystal says Leela and her
grandmother are weird. Soon, Leela wishes her
grandmother had never come. Before, she was Leela, a
normal girl who happened to have brown skin. Now, she's
weird Leela, a strange girl from a faraway foreign land.
Can Leela find a way to stop the teasing and stay true to
herself?
  Leela the Chinchilla David Emil,2018-03-26 The main
character of this book is a little chinchilla named Leela.
Even though she is a little animal, her dreams are big.
Leela's daily routine circles around her cage, the
apartment and her owner, Sarah. One of the weekends
when Sarah took Leela to her friend's birthday party,
Leela's world has changed forever. After interacting with
different animals and getting the chance to experience the
big world outside the cage in a small apartment, Leela was
determined. From that day on she had only one dream, its
to be free. To be a free animal in the wild with many other
chinchillas where she belongs, the nature called her.The
questions are; how can a domestic chinchilla could possibly
survive in the wild? And how would she get there in the
first place?This story is a beautiful allegory that mirrors
our human nature. Leela's adventures tell us that anything
is possible and will leave any reader very inspired. One
lucky and ambitious chinchilla managed to travel huge
distances and overcome predators, simply because she
didn't want to give up on her dream despite how tiny she is
and the fact that all the odds are against her.The main
conclusion is that the sky is the limit and we always need
to follow ours dreams.Follow the heartwarming adventures
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of Leela -a fluffy gray chinchilla! A Children's Adventure
Story Of How To Make Your Dream Come True. Written in
a fun and easy-to-read style, author David Emil introduces
us to the world of Leela, a pet chinchilla. Through her
journeys and adventures, the readers learns all about the
importance of having dreams, and how to never give up
until they become true!So, What Are You Still Waiting
For?Order Your own Copy Now -Just Click Add To Cart!
  The Audacious Raconteur Leela Prasad,2020-11-15
Can a subject be sovereign in a hegemony? Can creativity
be reined in by forces of empire? Studying closely the oral
narrations and writings of four Indian authors in colonial
India, The Audacious Raconteur argues that even the most
hegemonic circumstances cannot suppress audacious
raconteurs: skilled storytellers who fashion narrative
spaces that allow themselves to remain sovereign and
beyond subjugation. By drawing attention to the vigorous
orality, maverick use of photography, literary
ventriloquism, and bilingualism in the narratives of these
raconteurs, Leela Prasad shows how the ideological
bulwark of colonialism—formed by concepts of colonial
modernity, history, science, and native knowledge—is
dismantled. Audacious raconteurs wrest back meanings of
religion, culture, and history that are closer to their lived
understandings. The figure of the audacious raconteur
does not only hover in an archive but suffuses everyday
life. Underlying these ideas, Prasad's personal interactions
with the narrators' descendants give weight to her
innovative argument that the audacious raconteur is a
necessary ethical and artistic figure in human experience.
Thanks to generous funding from Duke University, the
ebook editions of this book are available as Open Access
volumes from Cornell Open
(cornellpress.cornell.edu/cornell-open) and other
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repositories.
  Leela Sankarasubramanyan Ramamoorthy,2022-03-22
The only thing that I'm certain about is my presence. I
exist. I experience the world all the time. I see, hear, smell,
taste and touch. The world also brings a range of emotions
and thoughts in me. Just because I experience the world,
does it make it real? What about other people and even
God? Are they all appearances and a play (Leela) in the
field of the one presence? This book is a metaphorical story
of my journey of exploration into the play of Appearance
and Presence with Maya as my companion. While in
appearance, this journey is undertaken from Goa to
Mumbai in India, the real journey is in your mind when you
travel with me through the book. Make this book your
journey, accompanied by Maya. Then a new window will
open and change how you see, discern and respond to the
play of appearances and presence.
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